Video production Internship in London

Job Description:

We are a successful, award nominated TV news agency and audiovisual media content intermediary with 10+ years of activity, based in London, UK.

We are looking for somebody that would aid our in house video production in: Video editing, publishing, encoding, and during video shoots.

The trainee will be involved in several activities within this company:

- Publishing Video material for our platforms.
- Handling different kinds of compression, codec like mpeg2, mjepg, sorenson g and others.
- Handling some high-end relationship of the company with its partners in technical departments as well as professional end users of the platform such as video producers, editors and directors.
- Shooting, the editing and compression of video content produced and/or distributed by our company.

The intern will occasionally manage technical and editorial sides of smaller projects such as the production and direction or video coverage of events, interviews. In those cases he/she will be responsible for the visual aspects such as design/art direction of them.

Tasks

Publishing of Video clips on mmnc.net. Encoding Video files to other formats (mpeg, mov, mp4, wmv, m2v) cutting and editing video. Writing descriptions of videos, tagging of videos in the archive. Digital delivery of video.

Candidate Requirements:

The intern should be motivated by willingness to succeed and excel in the field, be a highly motivated and articulate professional. We are looking for someone showing; enthusiasm, ability to focus, work hard and a positive attitude.
Contact: internship@videoplugger.com

Skype: info.videoplugger